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Inside this issue: 

Rail Appraisers are often employed by 
Owners, Operators, Lessors, Lessees, or 
Debtors to inspect, assess and appraise 
equipment which is subject to equipment 
financing, commonly at the end of the a true 
lease term with purchase and return options 
whereby the parties are preparing for a 
negotiation or actively attempting to 
negotiate a fair market value purchase price, 
or perhaps negotiating a return of the 
equipment to the Lessor.  In such cases, the 
equipment condition and value is generally a 
primary concerns.  However, in such 
scenarios the value of the equipment rests 
not only within itself, but can in large part be 
related to the lease documentation, 
specifically as it relates to condition and 
return requirements.  All parties must be 
knowledgeable about their respective 
obligations and requirements and how those 
affect the applicable transaction defined 
value of the equipment in order to reach a 
reasonable conclusion. 
 

The original specification, as well as the 
memorialize of the condition and specification 
at lease inception if the cars are previously 
used, is beneficial to obtain and provide to the 
appraiser so they are cognizant of the ‘starting 
point’ for the current analysis.   Occasionally 
there are modifications made or attributes 
added or removed during the duration of a 
lease financing which may have a positive or 
negative effect on the value or desirability of 
car. 
 
It is important to understand the definition of 
value which is typically a concept of fair market 
value.  However, lease documents generally 
define it specifically and the definition can vary 
from lease to lease; and over the years it has 
varied in our experience.  So one should begin 
with identifying the definition of value 
applicable to the situation at hand and not 
assume it is simply fair market value.  
 
Appraisers are frequently asked to inspect and 
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Buy Low Sell High 
In the vacuum that follows a prolonged strong period of 
railcar building, the new car builders and their suppliers 
reduce their work forces down to the core. What were 
substantial back logs get pared down and stretched out by 
buyers who are also struggling with uncertainty of when 
demand will recover. 

As in any aftermath of a rapid expansion, which happens 
often in the rail equipment sector, there is a considerable 
movement of railcars into storage, a period of fleet 
rationalization, and a longer period of sitting on hands 
waiting for the axe to fall. Then some sunlight hints of signs 

of improvement and then a very rapid escalation of lease 
rates as too many people are looking for too few cars. 
Finally, a flurry of new car orders with rapidly escalating 
prices due to parts shortages as the moribund supply 
industry tries to ramp up production. 

In that middle period of soft demand is where the long-
term rail equipment players traditionally come into the 
market. They send in their best leg breaking negotiators, 
who come back with unbelievably good deals. Some deals 
are so good that five or more years later they were able to 
sell the cars for more then what they paid of them.  
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appraise equipment for and as if it is compliance with AAR 
Interchange rules, which is a minimum standard of condition 
for transit between railroads (e.g. good operating condition, 
safety appliances in good working order etc.)  Frequently the 
lease documents may contain higher standards, such as 
being returned ‘without rust, corrosion or deterioration’ 
which may apply to the exterior and or the interior; and the 
‘wheels meet or exceed minimum measurements, be free of 
defects.  Many products are naturally corrosive and may 
travel in cars which are also used for non-corrosive 
materials.   Some leases limit the use of cars to the product 
anticipated and or specified at lease inception with the 
Lessor anticipating the positive or negative effect on the cars 
in the future, such that if used for other commodities it could 
be detrimental and non-compliant with the lease. 
 
As with most leases, the nuances of requirements are not 
consistently found within all leases or in the same sections or 
places with the lease.  Typically they are found within some 
combination of sections including Use, Location, 
Maintenance, Repair and Return, but frequently these may 
be amended in individual lease Schedules.  Absent providing 
the appraiser with the complete lease document including 
schedules and exhibits the true nature of applicable 
requirements may be overlooked and excluded from the 
appraised value.  The result may be a generic AAR Compliant 
Value which can be several thousands of dollars less than a 
specific lease Compliant Value. 
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In a soft rail equipment market, where we find some car types 
today, this may become increasingly more important for all 
parties to understand and accurately assess, particularly in the 
case of equipment being returned to Lessors.  During such times 
the strict enforcement of compliance with the requirements is 
not necessarily in the best interest of any of the parties.  For 
instance, if cars are being returned and going into storage, a 
large Lessee investment to bring the cars into complete lease 
compliance may not be necessary or desirable if the repairs 
don’t provide a quick return of the investment or worse any 
future return is unlikely.  If the cars are in AAR Interchange 
condition and generally salable and suitable for loading, but 
have additional lease requirements that mandate repairs, the 
Lessor may accept a cash settlement to forego full enforcement 
while the Lessee may agree if the monetary amount and 
logistical burden is less than the “cost” to comply.  Both parties 
benefit.  Obviously the nature of the out of compliance issues, 
their materiality, and so forth are large factors in such potential 
settlements.   
 
Physical Return requirements, notably timing and location, and 
obligations of each of the parties can be another area of 
misunderstanding, but can provide potential for mutually 
beneficial compromise.  For instance, having cars returned as 
close as possible to their current location is usually beneficial to 
the Lessee as they are typically responsible for freight to a 
return destination, the increased distance potentially being 
more costly.  If the Lessor can maximize their value or avoid a 

(Continued on page 4) 
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Granted there is quite a lot of luck and good timing but 
research and keeping posted on the changes going on, as 
well as having management on board can give you the 
edge. In a soft market, even a small player is taken 
seriously by the builders. 

Not into new equipment? There are abundant 
opportunities in a soft market for considerable fleet 
expansion. One such lessor made what he described as the 
deal of the century (last) with luck, especially good timing, 
and the inner fortitude to stick with it and make it happen.  

Preliminary research to find the equipment need 
opportunities before they are translated into actual railcars 
is a key part of the buy low endeavor. The buy part is the 
easy part, having the fortitude to ride through the trough 
in demand can include considerable cost in paying for 
storage, preparations for service, and maybe modifications 
to meet a new service can tax anyone. The rewards can be 
high with high lease rates for longer terms that will make 
taking the long position all worthwhile.   

One company’s permanent impairment write down can be 

another companies upside opportunity. For example, the 
100 ton capacity steel utility coal gondola, many were 
scrapped before the emerging shredder metal market took 
off and gave modified cars a new lease on life and the 
owners considerable revenue. A lot of these opportunities 
have an engineering requirement to repurpose out of favor 
equipment. The idea of a second life for rapid discharge 
aluminum utility coal hoppers, by being shortened, for light 
weight aggregates requires investment in material 
handling on the delivery end to handle a car that can 
empty in seconds. While there is a move in that direction it 
has not yet arrived. Stripping the car down to an 
underframe and then making it a log car with stanchions, a 
heavy plate steel car, or taking a large stub sill tank car and 
repurposing the car for another service with a new tank all 
comes down to engineering.   

There are many tracks to success in rail equipment but 

buying on the low side of the equation gives the buyer 

quite an edge on the competition.  
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cost upon an accepted return point, there is an opportunity 
for mutually beneficial outcome.  Additionally, there are non-
monetary conditions worthy of consideration for discussion 
among the parties.  For instance, if the Lessee is obligated to 
return 400 cars on the lease expiration date, is likely to be 
difficult for the operations department to do so.  Conversely 
it may be a difficult for the Lessor to arrange for receipt of 
400 cars at one place and point in time.  Again a logical, 
professional negotiated settlement may be beneficial to all 
parties. 

(Continued from page 2) In summary, the value of the equipment when financed may 
be influenced by the specifics of the underlying documents.  
Absent the Appraisers having access to such documents, 
equipment is generally appraised ‘as is’ or to the minimum 
standard of AAR Interchange compliance and to a generic 
fair market value in exchange concept of value.  Relative to 
end of lease equipment returns, a full understanding of both 
the equipment, lease requirements and situational analysis 
of all parties involved can lead to mutually beneficial 
compromises, mostly notably in times of a soft equipment 
market. 
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